2018 SOUTH BEND SPEEDWAY
SKID PLATE RACES
1. Any front wheel drive four or six cylinder are ok.
2. All glass, plastic, wheel weights, and lights, and all air bags must be removed. With
exception of the front windshield. If windshield is removed you must have a shield or minimum
three strands of 9 wire or 3 bars to protect the driver.
3. All interior carpet and other flammable material should be removed and interior must be
cleaned out. (trash, broken glass, ect.)
4. Stock fuel tanks are ok Aftermarket fuel tanks should be securely mounted behind the
passenger seat or in the bed. Any fuel tanks being relocated will require a fire wall between
fuel tank and driver.(marine type fuel types ok)
5. Battery must be securely mounted in stock location or inside the car. If you mount inside
the car it must be secure and non moveable.
6. Hood and trunk latches, and wheel weights must be removed and wired down. Doors also
need chained or welded shut.
7. Safety is goal. Racing suits are highly recommended but not mandatory. However a long
sleeve shirt and pants are required.
8. Helmet is required and neck brace is strongly recommended.
9. Skid plates must be minimum of 8 inches wide x 36 inches long and curved up in front and
rear of skid plates. Made out of minimum ¼ inch steel. If we deem the skid will damage the
track you will not be allowed to race.
10. If your skid plate rolls over anytime on the track you will be blacked flagged.
11. All car will have a door bar to be welded or bolted inside driver’s door from the a-pillar to
the b-pillar for driver’s safety. Bar may be mounted inside or outside of the driver’s door as
long as it goes from the A pillar to the B pillar.
12. All cars must be complete before bringing the car to the track. No gutting of cars or
busting out glass at the track allowed. WHEN YOU PULL IN THE GATE YOUR CAR MUST
BE READY TO RACE. Any car not meeting these rules will not be allowed on the property.
We will have a tech inspector at the gate before you pull in so make sure your car is race
ready before coming to the South Bend Motor Speedway.
ALL VEHICLES MUST PAST TECH TO RACE NO EXCEPTIONS Official’s destruction is
final

